Preread:
- Read the Chapter Title
- **Why was Clarence Darrow so overwhelmed in Chicago?**
- Read all of page 607 and Identify the Big Idea on Pg 607. You will answer this question at the end of these notes.
- **Look at the picture on pg 607. What symbolism is shown here?**

Read:
Now read the chapter start to finish without stopping or writing. Just read it! As you read you should mentally be:
- Questioning ideas
- Clarifying concepts
- Summarizing information
- Predicting next steps

Post Reading: Answer the following questions

**The New Metropolis**
Why could a new city pop almost anywhere by 1880?

Give four examples of “Mass Transit” used in America
- 
- 
- 
- 

What was **Louis Sullivan and Chicago school** good at?

Benefits of Electric Lights:
- 
- 
- 

Why were many urban cities full of ethnic neighborhoods?

Was there mixing of race? Of class?
What was life like for African Americans pulled to Northern cities?

   Explain the reasoning behind numerous **Race Riots**:

Describe what tenement housing was like:

What was the pull of **Vaudeville**?

Of movies?

Of amusement parks?
   What was the famous one in NY?

Look at Map 19.2 and Figure 19.1:
   -When put together, what story do they tell of urban life?

Why the name **ragtime**?

   **Scott Joplin**:

History behind the “**Blues**”:

   -Why was the message so popular?

Why was sex more open in the city?

If you wanted out of the “Gutter”, what was available?

How did **Hearst and Pulitzer** challenge each other?

What role did the “**Muckrakers**” in magazines play?

   -**Ida Tarbell**
   -**David Graham Phillips**
What did “The Shame of the Cities” describe?

Describe how a Political Machine like Tammany Hall functioned: BE COMPLETE

What was the corruption that took place?

Boss Tweed:

If we can agree that they were bad, why did urban voters keep machines around and vote for them?

How did Berlin and Chicago compare in 1900?

Why did cities continue to favor the rich?

How and to what extent were reformers able to challenge Machine gov?

What were some different government styles introduced?